AUTHOR GUIDELINES

Authors are kindly requested to submit their manuscript only through the online submission module at http://italianbotanist.pensoft.net. In case of difficulties with the submission procedure, please contact italianbotanist@pensoft.net. Full text of author guidelines is available at: http://italianbotanist.pensoft.net/about#AuthorGuidelines.

EXCEPTS FROM THE GUIDELINES

BODY TEXT. All papers must be in English, checked by a native English-speaking colleague (if author(s) is/are not native English speaker(s)). Write with precision, clarity, and economy: use the active voice and first person whenever appropriate.

WEB (HTML) LINKS. Authors may include links to other Internet resources in their article. This is especially encouraged in the reference section. When inserting a reference to a web-page, please include the http:// portion of the address.

CITATIONS WITHIN THE TEXT. Citations within the text: Before submitting the manuscript, please check each citation in the text against the Reference list and vice-versa to ensure that they match exactly. Citations in the text should be formatted as follows: Smith (1990) or (Smith 1990), Smith et al. (1998) and (Smith et al. 1998), Smith et al. (1998, 2000), Brock and Gunderson 2001, Felt 2006.

REFERENCES. It is important to format the references properly, because all references will be linked electronically as completely as possible to the papers cited. It is desirable to add a DOI (digital object identifier) number for either the full-text or title and abstract of the article as an addition to traditional volume and page numbers. If a DOI is lacking, it is recommended to add a link to any online source of an article. Please use the following style for the reference list:


Accepted Papers: Same as above, but “in press” appears instead the year in parentheses.


CITATIONS OF PUBLIC RESOURCE DATABASES: It is highly recommend- ed all appropriate datasets, images, and information to be deposited in public resources. Please provide the relevant accession numbers (and version numbers, if appropriate). Examples of such databases include, but are not limited to:

• IPNI (www.ipni.org)
• Morphbank (www.morphbank.net)
• Genbank (www.ncbi.nlm.nih. gov/Genbank)
• BOLD (www.barcodinglife.org)

Providing accession numbers to data records stored in global data aggrega- tors allows us to link your article to established databases, thus integrating it with a broader collection of scient- ific information. Please hyperlink all accession numbers through the text or list them directly after the References in the online submission manuscript.

INTERNATIONAL CODE OF NOMENCLATURE FOR ALGAE, FUNGI AND PLANTS. ITALIAN BOTANIST will pub- lish papers that strictly adhere the rules of the last edition of the Interna- tional Code of Nomenclature for Algae, Fungi and Plants. Descriptions of new taxa (species and below) should include the following: 1) a short Latin diagnosis followed by a full descrip- tion in English, 2) an illustration (line drawing or photograph) clearly show- ing the diagnostic characters, 2) a comparison of the new taxon with re- lated taxa, a diagnostic key to iden- tification of species-group members, or at least to the closest relatives is highly desirable and may be requested by the editors 3) a discussion of the distinc- tive morphological characteristics, ecology, geography, and/or reproduc- tive biology, and 4) a statement on preliminary [at least] conservation status for the taxon being described.

OPEN ACCESS FEES. A limited number of free articles amounting to 150 pages is available thanks to the sup- port of the Societa Botanica Italiana online. Articles beyond the 150 pages annual pre-paid limit will be charged at €250 per article (for a maximum of 10 printed pages). Each additional page will be charged at €20 per page. Please visit the “Article Processing Charges” section at http://italianbotanist.pensoft.net/about#ArticleProcessingCharges for more information.

PRINTED VERSION. Offprints and printed issues of the journal can be pur- chased additionally (see journal’s web- site). For standing orders/subscriptions please contact the Managing Editor.